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“THE
ESSENTIAL
CCTV
MANAGEMENT
TOOL”

INTRODUCING
EXPERT
FUSION-Expert is the next
generation of CCTV
management information
software. Building upon the
success of its predecessor,
Expert delivers all of the
previous functionality and
capabilities plus so much
more. It helps you to create,
view and edit incident-logs
quickly and efficiently, and
with the assistance of powerful
built-in search, filter and KPI
tools it effortlessly produces
information rich reports with
just a few mouse clicks.

Available as a standalone or
fully integrated Fusion product,
flexible licensing allows
customers to select which
features they want to create a
bespoke package.
New functionality includes:
Whiteboard, Workflow, Remote
Request to View & Seize
(RTVS), Universal Login &
Last Incident Log Saving and
Recording.
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FEATURE COMPARISON
Product Features

Select

Expert

Media Evidence Vault
Word Assist
Reports Manager
RTVS Receipts
IC Police Codes
Auto / User Definable Input
KPI Financial Analysis
Contacts Database
Preset Search Filters
Audit / Track RTVS
Workflow
Whiteboard
Remote RTVS
Universal Login
Resizable Forms
Camera Checks
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FEATURE
FOCUS
FUSION-Expert brings a host of new features to your fingertips,
providing an unrivalled level of functionality to be the most
comprehensive Incident Logging platform available.

WHITEBOARD
The Whiteboard feature
provides operators with the
ability to write and save
messages for the Workstation
or Console that is being used.
A productive, communicative
tool, Whiteboard can be used
as a way for operators to
communicate between shifts.

WORKFLOW
The Workflow feature allows
operators to create their own
procedural library; import
documents, images, and
instructive charts which can
outline incident requirements
and response instructions for
others when handling a
specific record.

REMOTE RTVS
The Remote RTVS feature
keeps a uniformed and
comprehensive record of all
requests to view and seize,
helping to maintain an
organised workflow. These
records can be stored under
configurable field names to
meet the required procedures
and terminology of the control
centre.
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TAILORED
PACKAGES
Create a complete incident
logging platform that can
be scaled for any project.
FUSION-Expert puts you in
control, with tailored licensed
options that provide you with
greater flexibility over cost and
features when selecting your
package. You have the
opportunity to choose exactly
which elements you require in
order to create the most cost
effective solution for you.
Now more accessible than
ever before, FUSION-Expert is
available as a complete
standalone solution.

Unlike its predecessor, it is
entirely self-sufficient, as all
funtionality is available within
a single software application,
providing an all-in-one incident
logging package.
Expert can also be integrated
with a FUSION VMS (Video
Management System) to
optimise its functionality as an
incident logging platform.
Allowing you to create reports
directly from the recording
process at the single click of
a button.

“INCIDENT
LOGGING HAS NEVER
BEEN SO
EASY”
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REQUIRED
SPECIFICATIONS
The minimum requirements for
both Console and Workstation
instances of FUSION-Expert
have been listed below:
OS: Windows Vista
Business, Ultimate; Windows 7
Professional, Ultimate; Windows
8 Pro, Enterprise; Windows 10
Pro, Enterprise; 32 / 64 bit.

Network: TCP / IP. 100Mbit
Ethernet (assuming no other
software using significant
network bandwidth). 32 OLEDB
connection to local Jet
database (Fusion Autologs).
Memory: Minimum 2GB RAM
and 250MB Hard Disk.

Processor: 2GHz Processor.
Framework: .NET Framework
4.0.
Software: Requires SQL Server
2012 / 2014 32 bit, usually
fulfilled using the Express
version. MatriVideoSDK_5.1.2.76
or later. A PDF reader should
be installed to view PDF reports, E.G. Adobe Reader or
Foxit Reader. Internet Explorer
9 or later with PDF reader
add-on enabled.
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Meyertech is a British
technology company that
develops Video Management
Software (VMS) and
manufactures hardware
products for the CCTV
surveillance and PSIM markets.

Whatever market you are in
Meyertech can deliver a
functionally unified, resilient
solution, which is
future-proofed through ONVIF
interoperability standards to
protect your investment.

It is at our research and
development facility located
at Meyertech’s headquarters
in Manchester, Great Britain
where all the innovation takes
place, creating new products,
new applications and
developing class-leading
services that are helping to
transform our industry.

Meyertech is an ISO 9001
and ISO 14001 registered
company which demonstrates
our quality management and
environmental awareness to
our customers.

Meyertech solutions are
deployed across the globe in
many different markets, from
Airports to Highways, from
Retail to Public Space.

@MeyertechLtd
Sales@Meyertech.co.uk
www.Meyertech.co.uk
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rights reserved. The purpose
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products. The information
contained in this brochure is
believed to be accurate and
reliable. However, no
responsibility or liability is
assumed by Meyertech Limited
for its use, or for any
infringement of patents,
copyrights, or other rights of
any third parties, which
result from its use. No license
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otherwise under any patent
or other rights of Meyertech
Limited.
Meyertech Limited is
committed to continuous
product development and
therefore reserves the right to
change the specification(s) of
the product(s) describe in this
brochure without notice.
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